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SEND Review - right support, right

place, right time

(publishing.service.gov.uk)

Right support, right place, right time Government consultation 
on the SEND and alternative provision system in England

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1063620/SEND_review_right_support_right_place_right_time_accessible.pdf


Navigating the SEND and AP system is

not a positive experience for too many

CYP and their families.

Outcomes for CYP with SEND or in AP 

are consistently worse than their peers.

The SEND and AP system is not 

financially sustainable

Three main challenges 
acknowledged in the Green 

paper:

DfE SEND Review Findings

The green paper is the output of the DFE ‘SEND 

Review’, of which the findings were:

• Alternative provision is being used to supplement 

the SEND system

• There are inconsistencies in how needs are 

identified and met, which leads to

• Lack of clarity, trust and confidence for 

families on what they can reasonably expect

• Dependence on EHCPs and specialist provision

• Increasing requests for EHCPs and specialist 

provision result in:

• Delays in accessing support

• Reliance on independent/ out of area provision

• Long journeys to get to school

• Resources and capacity pulled to the specialist 

end of the system so less capacity for early 

intervention







Mainstream provision built on “early and accurate identification of needs, high-quality 

teaching of a knowledge-rich curriculum and prompt access to targeted support”. But 

there are “too many examples” where inclusive mainstream schooling “does not 

happen” it could be argued. The Department for Education admits accountability

measures can be seen as a disincentive. This is combined with a perception that those

who welcome pupils with SEND become “magnet schools” and “unsustainable over

time”.

• Proposed new national standards will set out “when needs can and should be met effectively in mainstream provision”

and what support should be available.

government will “steward and regulate” the system

• School performance tables will also be updated to consider “contextual information” about a school alongside its results

data. This will “make it easier to recognise

schools” that are “doing well for children with SEND”.

The Code of Practice will be reviewed and schools need to meet the changes within this policy .

Note: No 

more 

details are 

provided, 

suggesting 

ministers 

are open 

to 

feedback 

about how 

this would 

work best

Implications for mainstream schools



Mainstream schools will have a “clear, tiered package of support” for Alternative

Provision. 3 tiers of support:

1. “targeted support” for children whose needs “lead to behaviour that disrupts theirs or 

others’ learning”.

2. “time-limited” placements in AP for those who need more “intensive support” to 

address behaviour or anxiety and “re-engage in learning”. Pupils would be dual-

registered, and “supported to return to their original school as soon as is appropriate”.

3. transitional placements for children who won’t go back to their old school, but will be 

supported to transition to a different school “when they are ready, or to a suitable 

post16 destination”

Most local authorities welcome the focus on Alternative Provision within the Green Paper

and they propose to carry out full evaluations of their alternative provision in local 

authorities to ensure that it meets the requirements of the Green Paper.

Note: No 

more 

details are 

provided, 

suggesting 

ministers 

are open 

to 

feedback 

about how 

this would 

work best

Implications for mainstream schools (AP)



• Under the proposals, the government would introduce national SEND standards, standardised 

education, health and care plans (EHCPs) and national funding bands.

• Rather than councils setting “notional” special educational needs budgets for their schools, 

the Department for Education would instead use a “single, national formula”

• The government will decide who pays for support and how councils set funding levels, but it

plans to consult on whether some “local flexibility” is required.

• Families and councils must engage in mediation on disputes over EHCPs before registering an 

appeal in the first tier tribunal

• Parents will also be offered a “tailored list” of settings for their child. Councils will allocate 

the “first available place” in order of the parents’ preference, but the settings “may be

outside” the council region.

• The DfE’s new “regions group” – the rebranded regional schools commissioners – will be 

responsible for holding councils and trusts to account on delivering for cyp with SEND

Implications



Implications for LA’s
As the with Schools White Paper, the local authority are already well placed to

respond to the ambition of the SEN Green Paper with its new inclusion strategy . 

The corporate ambition of the inclusion strategy sits firmly within the Green

Paper.

➢ Challenge 1: outcomes for children and young people 
with SEN or in alternative provision are poor

• Children in many LA’s with SEN do less well comparative to

nationally especially in secondary , however, detailed investigation

of data for vulnerable groups (inc those in alternative provision)

would be advantageous – and to consider how they could do even

better for all children and young people in each LA with SEND

i.e. Black African/Caribbean boys, children and young people

known as being in the care system for example

• Preparing for Adulthood – LA’S need to ensure they have

sufficient support for the transition from Post 16 into EET



Implications for 

your school 
How do your track outcomes for SEND CYP in your school?
How do you compare these outcomes to national?
How are non academic outcomes tracked and evaluated ?
How do your respond in your school improvement planning to these outcomes?
How is staff performance management linked to any issues of less favourable outcomes for your 
SEND children including support staff 
How do you develop your work force to meet the needs of children with SEND?
How do you develop, deliver and evaluate staff CPD?

Key to SEND outcomes is the relationship of these to  overall outcomes for all children in your 
school – this there  is a need to  review your whole school data.
If these are below national, then you must ask why?
If your categories of SEND our different to national you must ask why ?

This is often an issue linked to poor identification  of SEND (and therefore  subsequent planning in 
lessons )and therefore you need to understand the national picture for each area of SEND, as well 
as data linked to those with an EHCP and those on school support.  



Q and A 



Implications

 Challenge 2: navigating the SEND system and alternative
provision is not a positive experience for children, young
people and their families nationally

• LA’s needs to continue to work with the Parent Carer Forum and

other parent groups in each LA to ensure continued parental

confidence in the SEND system

• There is the potential to develop a survey for all parents with a

chi ld with a EHCP or receiving FFI funding which would

help with the developments in this area at local

authority level

• The SEND partnership board has links to parents and organisation's

which support them and take feedback from this seriously. How can

this be translated into action to target the key areas of parental

concern in your LA and at a national level ?



Implications for 

your school 
Do you survey your parents of children with SEND at key points in the year?
Are these surveys linked to key themes and then after action do you resurvey 
or communicate with them?
Do you provide a feedback mechanism for EHCP reviews before and after?
Do you have a parent forum for SEND in your school?
How well do you link to the local offer and SEND support groups and 
organisation?
Do you provide a communication or drop-in system for parents informally to 
meet and discuss key issues with staff?
How is this information collated and feedback into leadership strategy?
How is this communicated to parents who have raised concerns?
How does this inform SIP?
How does this inform policy and whole school developments?



Q and a 



Implications

 Challenge 3: despite unprecedented investment, the system
is not delivering value for money for children, young people
and families

• Does your LA  have a forum (such as a SEND funding working group)  to review / 

explore options with schools linked to  current challenges of offering best value and 

to investigate the best funding mechanisms and needs of schools. Does your LA  

compare top-up rates from other local authorities with schools and review where the 

local authority sits within this comparison and address issues. Outcome measure are 

linked to value for money and sustainability issues . 

• How would such a working group feed into the wider ‘schools forum’ of headteacher 

collaborative leadership with the local authority and the developments needed to meet 

he challenges of the Green Paper. 

• Does your LA  offer best value for money for children, young people and families

compared to it outcomes?



Implications for 

your school
How do you conceptualise best value in your school?

Does your school review its SEND funding and how it effectively spends it in 
comparison to its outcomes ?

How do you know it being effectively been used for CYP with SEND?
If so how does this occur and how is this reported to governors?
How are SENCo’s involved in the above process?
How are SENCo’s being involved in wider leadership issues linked to funding 
across the school which may impact on the ‘best value’ concept in this 
challenging area of school leadership?
How is your SENCo effectively deployed to develop strategy, be a leader of 
SEND, develop your work force and improve outcomes?
How do parents and CYP input into the ‘best value’ evaluation process?



Q and A 



Do you understand what happens in other local authorities 
linked to SEND?

The funding system in some LA’S are  very different to any 
other local authority – discuss the implications of this with 
your SENCo



What types of recommendations are being accepted by schools forums outside of your 

LA  linked to funding 

• Fair Share and SEN Notional Funding.

 Where the funding for EHCPs in a mainstream school is 60% or more of the SEN Notional funding and the school has a deficit
budget, the school will be given additional funding. The amount of funding will be determined by the number of EHCPs and the
banded funding rates for the EHCPs, taking account of the school’s SEN Notional funding and deficit budget.

• Full funding of pupils in mainstream schools awaiting specialist placement

 Funding would be from the term after the specialist placements panel where it is agreed that a specialist placement is
appropriate. This is for pupils who have an EHCP and who have Banded funding of ‘D’ or above. The maximum top-up funding a
school could receive would be £18,000.

• Exceptional Circumstances Funding for pupils in the process of receiving an EHCP

 This would only be applied to pupils where the school’s provision map shows a need for Banded funding of ‘D’ or above. Schools
will need to request this and provide the evidence to support the request for early funding. EHCP top-up funding to start 6 weeks
early (i.e. at 14 weeks of the process), after the decision to issue has been made.

• Wording of the EHCP

 The final recommendation does not include additional funding for mainstream schools, but it does enable schools to use their SEN
funding more flexibly, whilst at the same time ensuring that EHCPs are compliant with the SEND Code of Practice, ensuring that
provision is individualised to the needs of the child, specific and quantifiable. Currently, the wording in the EHCP is: “The funding
will support X amount of hours a week based on Banding TA hours. To be provided to ensure that all needs are met and (child’s
name) makes measurable progress”. The agreed change to the wording in the EHCP is: “The funding will support X amount of
hours a week based on Banding TA hours. This could be delivered in a range of ways, according to the needs of the child, including
small group work, paired work, or short bursts of targeted 5 intervention with an adult. The support provided will be designed to
ensure that all needs are met and (child’s name) makes measurable progress.



Further implications and challenges for local 

authorities 

Creation of Integrated Care Systems

 The current system of a Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) will

move to an Integrated Care System (ICS). We welcome the proposal

in the paper for there to be a SEND lead on every ICS Board. There

will be a need to set up a task and finish working groups in LA’s to

understand the implications of the Integrated Care System reform

lead by social care and health with education as a core group member

Multi Academy Trusts

 There is an expectation that Special Schools and PRUs will be within

Multi Academy Trusts by 2030 (see report on White Paper and

Schools Bill). As part of the work with schools on the possible

formation of LA MATS there will need to decide whether these

MATs will be specialist only or mixed. Many questions still to be

answered.



 Read the Green Paper 

 Have you seen the provisional SEND strategy in your LA ?

 Reply to consultation and encourage others to do so within schools 

 Set up a meeting with your SENCo to discuss the green paper

 What will the implications be for your school? 

 Discuss at governor meetings the implications of this paper 

 Co-produce planned ways forward involving parent/carers and pupil voice

across LA /  within schools to address the Green Paper concerns 

 Review your outcomes in schools and develop strategy at the core of all 

school improvement planning to meet the challenges of the green paper 

 Undertake a whole school review of SEND or similar activity of governance of 

SEND 

 Review your SEND policy and how SEND is represented in your other school 

policies

 Make sure your SENCo is fully qualified with the NASENCo award National 

Award for Special Educational Needs Co-ordination - Postgraduate - Courses -

Leeds Trinity University

Next Steps

https://www.leedstrinity.ac.uk/courses/postgraduate/special-educational-needs-co-ordination/


Suggested Question 

Areas 
• Mainstream provision for SEND and specialist provision and importance of 

benchmarks for the different provisions
• Alternative provision, the national and regional pictures
• SEND local partnerships – how these will evolve and schools role in these.
• SNEDCO role and changing qualifications available
• Overlap between SEND and safeguarding / EAL and importance of separating these 

out. 
• SEND and the governing body, what governors need to know, the role of the SEND 

link governor 
• Other points to note from the Green paper for governors to consider now



Have you undertaken a whole 

school review of SEND?



How effective is governance in 

your school linked to SEND?



How do you as a school evidence 

your inclusion strategy?  



How effectively is your SENCo 

deployed?



Working with staff in schools with specific 

tools linked to developing the Green Paper 

Agenda 



In 
Summary

The intent behind the green paper is not revolutionary, it aligns with
most LA SEND Strategy ambitions- does it  align with your schools? Do you 
need to review policy, information report, SEF or SEND SIP?

Review how well your area is equipped as an LA to respond to the
proposals -although the effectiveness of outcomes for children could 
further strengthened in the Green Paper .

Suggestions align with the improvement focused on in inspections –
so decisions should be made on how to accommodate any new
national initiatives into your short and long term planning especially 
around allocation of resources .

Legislation and associated guidance will raise the profile of SEND and 
inclusion with every partner across education, health and care. The 
structures proposed will bring welcomed clarity and accountability.

Aligning resources with the local authority strategy appropriately -will be key to ensure you 

can respond to increased intelligence, accountability and expectations.

DFE expects Local Areas to progress with realising the vision and intention behind
these proposals now. This gives us an opportunity to reflect and review as a local
area following the Ofsted SEND Area Review for your LA .



How can you gain external support to address the challenges 
of the green paper in your school?

Local authority services – consultancy companies- specialist 
SEND SIP’s   

Knowledge Exchange activity working with a University such as Leeds Trinity:



Inspection of  whole school  SEND – school to school 
Consultancy work on specific aspects of your SEND strategy 
Developing provision in SEND in schools 
Coaching work with your SENCo or leadership team on SEND

For any more information on this topic please 
Contact b.peartree@leedstrinity.ac.uk

mailto:b.peartree@leedstrinity.ac.uk


Q and A 


